
Semi-supervised Learning Models, Group of Methods
“MixUp”
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Outline

MixUp (Zhang et al., ICLR 2018)
I data augmentation method: train models on convex combination two

inputs and two labels

MixUp strategies for semi-supervised learning
I ICT (Verma et al., IJCAI 2019)
I MixMatch (Berthelot et al., NeurIPS 2019)

MixUp strategies in NLP (Guo et al., 2019, Thulasidasan et al.,
NeurIPS 2019)

I Word embeddings
I Final vector representation
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MixUp: Intuition

ML models rely and are overconfident on existing examples

We need to fill in the gap between the points

The paper bases on vicinal risk minimization (VRM) theory instead of
empirical risk minimization (ERM)

I train on augmented examples neighboring original examples
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MixUp: Data augmentation

Convex combination of two examples

λ ∼ Beta(α, α)

(xi, yi), (xj , yj) ∼ Dl

xi
′ = λxi + (1− λ)xj

yi
′ = λyi + (1− λ)yj

Vicinal objective function

L(θ) = `(p(y|xi′; θ) , yi′)
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MixUp: Benefits

Agnostic data augmentation: work on image, speech, text (with
modification), tabular data, stablizing GANs

Generalize better to out-of-distribution examples

Robustness to adversarial examples

Smooth decision boundaries, reduce memorization and overfitting
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MixUp strategies for semi-supervised learning: ICT (Verma
et al., IJCAI 2019)

Mixing unlabeled examples
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MixUp strategies for semi-supervised learning: MixMatch
(Berthelot et al., NeurIPS 2019)

Mixing both labeled and unlabeled examples as follows
I Label predictions for unlabeled examples, averaging output distribution

for K augmented unlabeled examples

yul =
1

K

K∑
k=1

p(y|ûul; θ)

I Sharpening (temperature anealing) label predictions, forcing output
distribution towards one-hot vector by adjusting temperature T → 0

yul,c =
y

1
T

ul,c∑C
c=1 y

1
T

ul,c

I MixUp all labeled and unlabeled examples

Warning: during training, we pass K duplicated unlabeled images at
the same time, so we need to adjust batchnorm updates to only take
one set unlabeled images
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NLP MixUp Strategies

Word embeddings
I Mixing embeddings of aligned words between two sentences (padding

sentences if one is shorter than the other)

Final vector representation
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NLP MixUp Results
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Thank you !
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